Gary and Stacy Visit the Vancouver Art Gallery
Our Visitors
Gary is a 43 year old
Sales Manager for a
transportation logistics
company

Stacy is a 37 year old
Product Manager for an
organic food distributor

Their Story
Gary and his wife Stacy rarely go to
museums but Gary recently heard from
his friend Steve that there was a really
interesting Comic Art exhibition showing
at the Vancouver Art Gallery this
month. Gary discusses going to see the
show with Stacy over a mid week dinner
and they decide they would like to see
the exhibit on the coming Sunday
afternoon.
Stacy plans most of the details when
she and Gary have an outing so on the
morning of their visit she decides to
check out the museum web site for
more details on the exhibition, visiting
hours, parking, admission prices, etc.

Stacy uses Google to find
the museum web site and
intuitively navigates to the
site via the “Plan your
visit” link displayed below
the search results.
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Stacey arrives at the
gallery website and easily
finds information on
hours, rates, and
directions. Satisfied, Stacy
begins to explore the site
a bit further. She selects
Current Exhibitions and
the page refreshes to
show a list with
thumbnails and short
descriptions for the
different shows currently
playing at the museum.
Stacy sees the comic art
show titled "KRAZY" in
the displayed list. She
also spots an "Exhibit
Maps" affordance in the
right margin of the site.

Stacy clicks the map
button and a lightbox
window opens to present
a color-coded map of the
museum floor plan. She
explores the map by
rolling over it's different
color coded sections.
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As Stacy rolls over each
color coded section a
popup presents showing
an exhibit thumbnail, it's
title, and the dates it is
playing at the museum.
Stacy locates the "Krazy"
comic exhibit and
intuitively clicks on the
graphic to launch a more
detailed map of the show.
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Stacy's selection zooms
the map to show just the
floorplan section for
"Krazy!". She notes that
along the top of the
lightbox a breadcrumb
has appeared. The
breadcrumb navigation
tells her where she is, and
also provides clear points
for exit and further
exploration. Along the
bottom of the lightbox
Stacy observes a panel of
themed tours. She
reviews the themes and is
pleased to see an option
titled "Manga & Anime".
She knows Gary likes this
topic so she clicks it to
explore further.
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Stacy watches as the
system responds to her
selection. An animated
highlight appears over a
portion of the shows
floorplan. She observes
thumbnail pins positioned
around the highlighted
section. She also notes
that she has actions for
emailing and "favoriting"
this tour.
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At this point, Gary walks
into the office and Stacy
calls him over to the
computer to see what she
has discovered. She
describes the mapping
tool and shows him the
theme panel along the
bottom of the lightbox..
Gary is instantly
interested and asks her to
select the tour titled
"Chuck Jones"
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Stacy and Gary watch as
another highlight appears
in the different section of
the floor plan. Gary asks
Stacy to explore the
Chuck Jones pins.
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Stacy rolls over pin #1
and a popover interface
appears showing a link to
a video about Chuck
Jones.
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At this point Gary makes
note of a second panel
tab at the bottom of the
window. The tab is titled
"User created tours" and
he asks Stacy to select it.
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As Stacy continues to
explore, she and Gary
listen to audio clips
associated with the #2
pin. They also explore Pin
#3 which presents an
interesting sketchbook of
early Chuck Jones
concept drawings.
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Stacy explores what
appears to be a collection
of user generated tours.
She selects samples from
the list and takes about 10
seconds per selection to
browse each tours
collection of pins and
textual description. She
comments that It appears
that each tour is made up
of content from around the
Internet. Gary makes the
same observation and
comments on how this
approach to bottom up
content creation if very
cool.
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While interacting with the
user generated tours Gary
notes that each selection
has an "email tour" link
associated with it.
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Stacy clicks the email link
and is pleased to see an
interface that allows them
to send a URL for each
tour to an email address.
Gary asks Stacy to send
the current tour to his
GMAIL and comments
that it might be fun to
explore these tour links on
his iPhone when they are
in the exhibit later. Stacy
clicks "Send Email" and
comments that she is
really looking forward to
their visit on Sunday. Gary
agrees and comments
that he definitely plans to
return to this site again.
The couple end their
website visit and carry on
with their evening.

On Sunday Afternoon
Gary and Stacy arrive at
the art gallery just after
lunch.

They buy their tickets at
the museum box office
and along with their
receipt, the clerk hands
both visitors a plastic
card. The clerk explains
that with this card visitors
can record and save
artifacts they find
particularly interesting
during their visit. The
clerk comments that
"Visitors simply need to
swipe their card at the
card readers positioned
by each artifact or
collection of artifacts."

Gary and Stacy spend the
afternoon enjoying the
exhibit. Gary is intrigued
by the card he has been
given and takes the time
to record artifacts that he
finds particularly
interesting.

The couple enjoy the exhibit
but Gary observes that most
of the shows interactive
content is designed to be
experienced individually.
Gary feels that this is a bit
disruptive but remembers
that he and Stacy can use
the Museums website after
their visit to explore
interactive content together.

Upon finishing their
museum visit, both Stacy
and Gary return their cards
at the designated card
return station in the front
lobby of the museum. In
exchange for their cards the
visitors are given a
takeaway print out with
personalized log in
instructions on it. The card
clerk informs Stacy and
Gary that they they now
have a their own accounts
on the Museums website
and that they can use these
accounts to continue to
explore personalized maps
and tours related to the
artifacts that they favorited
during their visit. The card
clerk reminds Gary and
Stacy that the content on
the site is always growing
and that exploring user
generated content can be a
really cool way to continue
their museum visit from
home. Gary comments that
he explored some of these
content tools before coming
to the museum and was
curious how he might create
his own custom shared tour.
The clerk responds that it is
really quite simple and that
she would be happy to
show him if he had a
second. Gary agrees.
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The card clerk turns her
computer monitor so Gary
and Stacy can both see it.
She already has the
website open and quickly
navigates to the maps
section for the "Krazy
Comics" exhibition.
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Once she has navigated
to the mapping tool the
clerk uses her mouse to
show the couple the
"Create New Tour" link in
the bottom left corner of
the screen. She clicks the
link and the mapping tool
refreshes.
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The Clerk begins to
quickly orient both Gary
and Stacy to the interface
for creating a user
generated tour. She
points out that each tour
should be given a
thumbnail, as well as a
title, and a short
description. She then
shows the couple how to
change the title text and
also points out the actions
for uploading a thumbnail
and adding descriptive
text.
The clerk then explains
that adding new content is
really all about adding
pins to the map. She then
chooses the "Add a
Resource Pin" to walk
them through this
process.
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The Clerk quickly walks
the couple through the
steps for positioning a
new pin on the map. She
points out how each pin
also benefits from a
description and that
content can be composed
from either uploaded files
or URL's pointing to
artifacts on the web.
Finally, the clerk points out
how users can select a
any theme from the panel
on the bottom of the
mapping tool should they
want to orient their
content to a specific
theme area, or artifact in
that theme area. At this
point, Gary responds by
asking how he would map
new content to items on
his favorites list recorded
earlier during their visit.
The clerk suggests that it
is probably easiest to just
show him and asks that
Gary log into his personal
account using her
computer.
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Gary uses his credentials
to log in. Once logged in
the clerk points out that a
new tab has appeared in
the tours panel at the
bottom of the mapping
tool. Gary is pleased to
see that this new tab is
personalized with his
name on it.
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The clerk clicks the tab
and the page refreshes.
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Gary and Stacy are both
pleased to see that inside
the "Gary's Tours" tab
there is an item titled
"Gary's visit - June 22,
2009". Gary comments
"so if I was to select that
now all of my saved
favorites would show up
as pins on the map,
right?" The clerk smiles,
selects the tour, and
responds... "exactly"
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Gary thanks the clerk for
her time, comments that
he looks forward to
playing with the mapping
tool, and both he and
Stacy say goodbye.

